FIND YOUR PERFECT MATCH
Looking to make a statement or just stay neutral?
Our fun quiz will help you find just the right hue for you!

1

First things first, I'm looking for
a. A good color for an overall refresh
b. The right color for a specific room redo
c. The perfect color for a special designer
look I’m trying to create

2

When it comes to clothing style, my
preference is
a. Casual and comfy — I live in my jeans
and loafers
b. Classic and timeless — black, white and
neutrals dominate my closet
c. Always on trend — my look reflects the latest
runway fashion

3

When it comes to painting my home’s interior, I
would classify myself as
a. A total rookie — I’ve never done this before
b. Intermediate — I’ve painted before, but I’m no expert
c. Expert — I know what I want, but I may need a little
help finding it

4

I would like my guests to think my home is
a. A nice, homey place
b. Comfortable, with a sense of style
c. Sophisticated and cutting-edge

5

If my friends had to compare my style to a car, what
would they pick?
a. Minivan — practical and safe
b. Sedan — smart and stylish
c. Sports car — cool and daring

6

In terms of color selection, I would describe myself as
a. Simple and safe — I love neutrals and classic colors
b. Open to some ideas — I don’t want to go crazy, but I
would be interested in mixing it up a bit
c. Definitely in the market for something new — I love
what I see in magazines and on TV, and would like to
try something more inspired

7

Overall, I feel
a. Anxious — I hope this won’t be hard; I really want
it to turn out right
b. Cautiously optimistic — I love thinking about all
the possibilities
c. Excited — let’s go!

Based on your answers, you can
determine your path to find your
perfect hue.

Mostly A’s? You are a color-novice.
You want to make your home a comfortable
destination for friends and family. Let our store
associate show you can’t-miss hues and the most
practical paints that wear and wash well, and
reflect your personal style.

Mostly B’s? You are color-friendly.
You are thoughtful and smart and ready to bring
new colors into your home. Let our store associate
show you how to put color together for a great
finished look.

Mostly C’s? You are color-confident.
Rock out and have some fun! Our store
associate can show you the latest trends in
color and paint.
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You’re ready!
Now go paint the town red (or green or blue or practical beige).
And remember, we’re here to help!

